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Chapter 2

RACE AND ETHNICITY*
By
M.G. Smith

Scholars have argued recently that since race denotes the biological
characteristics and divisions of mankind, it is a strictly biological
concept, and therefore could not antedate the growth of modem
biology in the nineteenth century. The argument continues that since
racism and racialism both assume concepts and categories of race,
neither did nor could develop anywhere before biological notions of
race. It concludes by discarding race as a valid category for
sociological study of human societies on the ground that the concept
has been recently repudiated by many biologists. 'Race' is then either
assimilated to ethnidty or regarded as an erroneous form of social
classification. From these conclusions it follows that race, racism and
racialism are historically and culturally associated only with
European societies and cultures during the last two or three centuries
of Western colonialism and the development of capitalism. For some
scholars, bourgeois and Marxist alike, that convincingly demonstrates
the economic basis and detennination of race concepts and racism as
ideologies of modem colonialism and capitalist exploitation. I hope to
show why all these views are wrong.
Race and Ethnicity
The basis and essential source of the prevailing confusion in
studies of racial and ethnic relations is the asymmetrical equation
which subsumes race, race differences and race relations in the wider
-This essay was originally part of a larger work written in 1985 for UNESCO, to which I
am grateful for permission to publish. I am also grateful to Professor Lambros Comitas of
Columbia University and John Rex of the University of Warwick, for critical comments on
an earlier draft of this paper. Any errors and shortcomings are entirely mine.
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and looser categories of ethnicity, ethnic differences and ethnic
relations, so that in analysis and theory these phenomena are
indiscriminately assimilated to one another. For example, American
students now treat the relations that American Whites, Blacks,
Amerindians and Orientals have with one another as relations of the
same kind and character as those between Polish-, Italian-, ]ewish-,
Irish-, and other hyphenated white Americans, most of whom are
not distinguishable by their physical appearance. This is the common
approach advocated by Louis Wirth (1945), C. Enloe (1973), L.
Despres (1975, 1984), M. Galey (1974), N. Glazer and D. Moynihan
(1975), Shibutani and Kwan (1965) and R.A. Schermerhorn (1970),
and by the editors and authors of the Harvard Encyclopedia of
American Ethnic Groups (5. Themstrom et al., eds., 1980).
For the editors of the Harvard Encyclopedia, 'ethnic groups' are
any aggregates
"characterised by some of the following features, although in combinations that
vary considerably: 1. common geographic origins; 2. migratory status; 3. race; 4.
language or dialect; 5. religious faith or faiths; 6. ties that transcend kinship,
neighbourhood and community boundaries; 7. shared traditions, values,
symbols; 8. literature, folklore and music; 9. food preferences; 10. settlement and
employment patterns; 11. special interests in regard to politics in the homeland
and in the United States; 12. institutions that specifically serve and maintain the
group; 13. an internal sense of distinctiveness; 14. an external perception of
distinctiveness" (S. Themstrom d al., 1980, vi).

The list of possible attributes, which are regarded as sufficient,
singly or in combinations of differing intensity, to identify and
distinguish ethnic 'groups' from 'groups' of other kinds, illustrates
the intellectual confusion that dominates contemporary study of
ethnicity and 'ethnic groups' more succinctly and vividly than my
words ever could, and supplies numerous details that indicate its
structure, depth and scope. However, since this catalogue of
characteristics distills the collective wisdom of the editors of the
Harvard Encyclopedia, their consultants and many contributors on
these matters, and is offered as, or in lieu of, a definition of 'ethnic
groups', which is the subject of their study, it merits attention, not
only as a corporate product, but for its studious lack of rigour.
Indeed, this inventory best illustrates the intellectual chaos that
currently prevails in this field among Western social scientists, and
which few seem prepared to challenge. Hence, in considering this
24
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most extensive 'definition', let us first direct attention to the absence
of any explicit requirement that any or all of the fourteen
characteristics it lists as indices of ethnicity will distinguish all
'ethnic groups', or all members of an ethnic group at any level of
intensity, separately or together. Without such qualifications,
however heterogeneous racially and/or 'ethnically' it may in fact be,
provided its members have or assert their 'common geographic
origin', 'race', 'language or dialect', 'religious faith or faiths', etc.,
singly or in various combinations, and whether or not they have the
necessary organisation to constitute a group, these scholars classify
any aggregate as an 'ethnic group'. However, groups differ from
categories and other kinds of aggregates by having the organisation
which, whether inclusive or representative, assigns their members
specific statuses, roles, rights, privileges, liabilities and obligations,
so that they all become involved in those complex and exclusive
networks of institutionally sanctioned role-relations with one another
that together define the unit's boundaries and membership. Social
aggregates that lack such organisation are categories, distinguished
by one or more specified characteristics. Besides groups and
categories, social aggregates include such diverse pluralities as
personal networks, quasi-groups, 'income-groups', age-grades,
classes, Marxist and other, crowds, mobs, 'demonstrations',
audiences, neighbourhoods, voting blocks, fractions of opinion polls,
etc. (Fichter, 1957). It is obvious then that many, and perhaps most,
'ethnic' aggregates, however their ethnicity is defined, are not
'groups' in the sociological sense of that term, whatever their degree
of 'self-consciousness' or 'collective consciousness'.
With regard to 'race', in the Harvard Encyclopedia it seems
irrelevant whether or not that is distinct from 'ethnicity', although
most people are identified phenotypically either as belonging to one
or other racial stock, as hybrids, or as racially ambiguous (Bruk,
1981). The Encyclopedia treats 'race' as one criterion of ethnicity of
the same order as language, religion, or ties that transcend kin and
community, family names, values, symbols, food preferences, etc., all
of which it regards badges of membership in 'ethnic groups'. For
students of 'intergroup relations' who accept those criteria, blackwhite, black-oriental, white-Indian or white-Chicano differences and
relations in the United States are neither substantively nor
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analytically different from those that hold between white Americans
of Greek, Armenian, Yugoslav, Austrian, Norwegian, Spanish,
Portuguese or Finnish origin, or between American and Caribbean
blacks, between Koreans, Japanese, Chinese (Taiwanese and others),
between members of the 173 Indian tribal communities in the U.S.A.,
or its various 'Hispanic' populations of mixed descent and culture,
Mexican-Americans, Mexicans, and other Central American
mestizos, Dominicans, Cubans or Puerto Ricans. That this is not the
case, most Blacks, Hispanics, Orientals and Indians know only too
well from their daily dealings with Whites, with peoples of other
racial stocks, and with one another.
Moreover, if the recently proposed equation of race and ethnidty
is valid today, it should also hold, in the USA as elsewhere, for
yesterday, since there has been little change in the physical diacritica
of these racial stocks throughout the periods of slavery,
reconstruction, KKK lynchings and disenfranchisement, through to
the recent Civil Rights movement and the Federal Government's
program of Affirmative Action for Negroes and other disprivileged
categories. Assuredly there were no white slaves in the American
South, nor were whites later subject to Jim Crow (Vann Woodward,
1957; Turner et al., 1982). Though differing in context, content and
form, the record and structure of social relations between
Amerindians and whites are comparable with those of American
blacks and whites, before and after 1783. Likewise, during the period
of Asiatic immigration and early settlement on the West coast of the
USA, Chinese and others of Mongol race and, appearance (Daniels,
1977, 65-78; Banton 1983, 275-6) suffered ostracism, segregation in
ghettoes, race riots and mob violence, work restrictions and
exclusion by trade unions, and sundry other abuses, of which the
best known is the unconstitutional incarceration for the duration of
World War 2 of c.110,000 Americans of Japanese descent without
charge in 1941, following Pearl Harbour, and their loss of property
worth c.$400 million. There is little point in multiplying instances to
illustrate such categorical differences between the relations of whites
and non-whites in the U.S.A., Melanesia, Canada, South Africa,
Southeast Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean on the one hand,
and their relations with others of their own racial stock on the other.
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Why there should be such differences presents a puzzle only if we
accept the prevailing assimilation of race to ethnicity and the
equation of race and ethnic relations that entails.
If such gross historical, pervasive and persisting differences in
the characteristic relations of racially distinct collectivities on the one
hand, and those of common race on the other, are recognised as more
general and significant than the contrary, three questions
immediately arise: (1) Given their differing objective referents and
implications, how and why have social scientists recently chosen to
assimilate racial and ethnic relations to one another in the
undifferentiated category of 'intergroup relations'? (2) Having thus
redefined. the subject of study, what theories or analytic paradigms
have been developed to 'explain' its regularities? - with what
success or failure? (3) If this branch of enquiry is currently in a sorry
state, why is that so? What developments are necessary to set it on
more fruitful paths?
Before proceeding to these questions, let me summarily list some
other disadvantages that flow from the triple conflations that are
now so fashionable of ethnicity and race, ethnic and racial
differences, and ethnic and racial relations. These include, (1) the
analytic handicaps and obfuscations that result from indiscriminately
assimilating as one, phenomena of differing kind and basis, thereby
demanding some inclusive paradigm, theory or fonnula that does
not discriminate them objectively, and hence cannot deal adequately
with the phenomena it addresses; (2) serially revisionist
reinterpretations of contemporary and historical situations and
structures of interracial and interethnic accommodation to fit
prevailing definitions of concepts and categories; (3) rejection as
regressive of all attempts to reconsider the objective distinctions of
racial phenotypes and the advantages to be derived from
discriminating attention to those variables; (4) frustration at both
case-study and comparative levels of precise description and
analysis of 'inter-group' situations, processes and cognitions, that
discriminate those features and identities that are perduring and
have an evident physical base, from others that may be changed
situationally, such as ethnicity, language, or behaviour patterns; (5)
ideological restriction on the freedom of students to undertake valuefree examinations of this field and to use whatever objective
27
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empirical data and analytically appropriate distinctions and
concepts, paradigms and methods promise to provide the greatest
insight and understanding, or offer the best means to unlock their
hidden common structure; (6) inability, given the invalidity of their
inadequate concepts, models and procedures, of specialists in the
study of ethnic and racial relations to formulate any significant and
testable propositions that experience may disconfirm concerning the
positive outcomes of specified combinations of these variables in
particular situations.
Though these are not the only handicaps that currently
fashionable conflations of racial and ethnic differences, relations and
ideologies impose on their study by social scientists, those listed here
should suffice to indicate the urgent need for a fresh and critical look
at this field.
With the exception of Pierre van den Berghe (1967, 1976), John
Rex (1970a, 1985), and such Marxist students of this field as Cox
(1948), Genovese (1972, 1974), or Gabriel and Ben-Tovim (1978), few
Western writers presently stipulate that racial and ethnic features
differ, or insist on recognition of their differences. Though otherwise
Marxist, S. Hall (1977, 1980) seems to equivocate on this issue.
Writing before the trend to equate these categories had become
dominant in sociology, van den Berghe (1967, 4-10) distinguished as
racial
"a group that is socially defined ... on the basis of physical criteria... Ethnic
groups ... are socially defined but on the basis of cultural criteria. In practice, the
distinction between a racial and an ethnic group is sometimes blurred by several
facts. Cultural traits are often regarded as genetic and inherited; physical
appearance can be culturally changed ...; and the sensory perception of physical
differences is affected by cultural definitions of race ... However, the distinction
between race and ethnicity remains analYtically useful" (his italics).

In 1967, Michael Banton's text on Race Relations rested squarely
on the proposition that race differences, given their hereditary,
physical and immutable character and high visibility, were readily
available for cultural selection and institutionalisation as 'role signs'
(Banton 1967, 54-70) for the differential allocation of social roles. On
these and other grounds, like van den Berghe but without explicit
definition, Banton (ibid., 337, 373) implicitly distinguished between
race and ethnic relations, and devoted his text to the former, as did
28
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John Rex (1970b). Yet within ten years the climate and orientation of
scholarly opinion on these matters had undergone a sea-ehange, at
least among Anglophone Western scholars.
In 1975, following the works of Shibutani and Kwan (1965), R.A.
Schermerhorn (1970), C. Enloe (1973) and others, without intending
irony Glazer and Moynihan heralded the current confusion of
dissimilar concepts, criteria and categories as the 'new ethnicity', and
a succession of influential volumes by Despres (1975), Bennett (1976)
and others rapidly established the mode. Noting the trend, a year
later van den Berghe (1976,43) restated his distinction as follows:
"Unlike many of my colleagues, who, for a variety of reasons, choose to treat
'race' as a special case of ethnicity, I prefer to maintain a clear analytical
distinction between the two concepts. Racial groups are defined in terms of
putative biological difference, and this gives them a rigidity and invidiousness
which make them resemble caste groups more than ethnic groups. Empirically,
of course, many groups define themselves and are defined by others as both an
ethnic and a racial group but that is no reason to abandon a useful analytical
distinction" (his italics).

By then, however, van den Berghe's 'useful analytical distinction'
had become unfashionable among his colleagues. Thereafter with
few exceptions, Western bourgeois specialists chose to conflate race
and ethnidty, as in The Haroard Encyclopedia (Thernstrom et al., eds.,
1980, Banton (1980, 1983), Gordon (1975), Clarke, Ley and Peach
(1984), Rex and Mason (eds., 1986), and other works. When that is
done, as illustrated by the quote from The Haroard Encyclopedia, it is
normal either to link both terms together inseparably, as, e.g. by
speaking of radal and ethnic competition, relations, attitudes, etc.; or
to subsume race differences and relations in the broader and looser
categories of ethnic differences and relations.
Soviet scholars and some Western Marxists, true to their
tradition, retain the biological distinction between race and ethnos or
'ethnic group' (Bromley 1974; Cheboksarov 1974; Alexeyev (1974),
while subsuming dependent collectivities of both kinds in Lenin's
category of nationalities, in conformity with official Soviet policy,
and use language as a decisive criterion to identify anq demarcate
'ethnic groups' (Bruk and Aperchenko, eds., 1964; Grigulevich and
Kozlov, eds., 1974). Under the influence of Althusser and Gramsci,
many Western Marxists seem more concerned with the functions of
racism and the problem of its determinism in the Marxist theory of
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race in capitalist and colonial societies (UNESCO 1980; Gabriel and
Ben-Tovim 1978; Hall 1977, 1980; Post 1978) than with the· detailed
study of empirical contexts and processes of interracial and/or
interethnic relations as such. Thus while Soviet scholars have held
fast to Soviet views on these questions laid down in Lenin's lifetime,
some Western Marxists implicitly distmguish races and 'ethnic
groups' by their relations with the prevailillg modes of production
and social formations, a position that requires careful study and
analysis in the context of Marxist theory. However, most Western and
especially Anglophone scholars have by now adopted the conflation
that obscures or minimises those salient differences between race and
ethnicity that were formerly recognised as relevant criteria and
conditions for scientific study and public policy. What then has
happened to persuade Western social scientists to adopt the
prevailing majority view? How may we understand or account for
this change?

conjectures, after World War II physical anthropologists in Western
Europe turned to genetics for evidence of such differing genotypes as
the traditional racial taxa assumed, only to be confronted by
frequency distributions of such monogenic characters as bloodgroups, sickle-cell anemia, etc., that were taken to disprove the
assumption of racially distinct genotypes on which those racial
classifications rested. Since then similar data have accumulated for
these and other monogenic characters in different populations and
regions of the world and have yielded much the same results. These
were summarised by Uvingstone (1962, 279) in the aphorism that
"there are no races, there are only clines", Le., changing gradients of
frequency distribution for monogenic characters, and presumably for
the genetic bases on which the racial classifications of mankind now
rest. Following the repudiation of race as an analytic concept by
biologists (Montagu, 1964), the concept was also criticised and
rejected by sociologists (Banton 1970, 1977; Banton and Harwood
1975) on various grounds; firstly, on the biological data and
conclusions as currently understood; secondly, on the historic
failures of anthropologists for more than a century to formulate
acceptable racial classifications of mankind; and finally, to exorcise
the pernicious effects of racial concepts of psychology and culture,
perhaps first applied systematically to mankind by Linnaeus (1758-9).
(3) Following the end of World War II, European states were
obliged to liquidate their colonial empires by pressures from
members of the United Nations and from colonial peoples. Indonesia
won independence by defeating the restoration of Dutch rule. In the
Far East, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and India also achieved
independence, followed by Burma and Malta, and finally in 1975, the
Federation of Malaya, including Singapore, became a separate state.
In Africa, beginning with Ghana in 1957, in the late fifties and early
sixties, the British and French decolonized their territories, except for
Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe>, the Seychelles and the Comoros. In
the sixties the larger British Caribbean territories became
independent, and since then most of the smaller ones have followed
suit. Spain and Portugal decolonized their African possessions in the
seventies.
Independence enabled these new states to take their places in the
United Nations and other international bodies, and to engage as

The recent denial of race in social science
Among other influential factors and conditions, I believe the
following four may have been most important, though not equally so
at all times in this conversion process. First, with the disclosure of the
Nazi genocides of European Jews, Slavs and Gypsies, on explicitly
though not exclusively racial grounds, political leaders of the
metropolitan Western democracies were confronted with the
indefensibility and stark consequences of the doctrine and practice of
racism that their countries had tolerated, on so bizarre and
nightmarish a scale that it was clearly essential for the new
international agencies to repudiate both categorically, and to combat
their errors through the medium of UNESCO. UNESCO accordingly
commissioned and published, as one of its first tasks, a series of
authoritative summaries of current scientific knowledge of race in all
its varied aspects, together with critiques of folk ideas, ideologies
and popular fallacies about race in human evolution, history and
culture (Shapiro 1958, 1960; Comas 1958; Leiris 1958; Little 1958;
Klineberg 1958; Zavala 1964; UNESCO 1951, 1969).
(2) Follo\\ing a long and lurid succession of unsatisfactory racial
taxonomies of mankind that were based on inadequate ideas,
anthropometric and cognate measures, folk concepts and personal
30
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formal equals in relations with other states, including their former
imperial masters. As their populations differed racially from the
nations which initiated the U.N. and its agencies and which then
formed its core, the new countries could only be recognised as formal
equals by white nations if the latter, at least officially, repudiated
those beliefs and attitudes on matters of race that had developed and
flourished among them from the sixteenth century until World War
II. Such political, economic and juridical considerations obliged the
leading metropolitan countries - all of which were then white - to
disassociate themselves officially from those doctrines and practices
of racial inequality they had formerly accepted. Even so, as events in
South Africa, Rhodesia, in Queensland and other parts of Australia,
the Portuguese African empire, New Caledonia, Indochina, and
various multiracial Pacific communities demonstrate, and as the
official policies and conduct of race relations in Canada, the U.S.A.,
Britain, France, West Germany, and other metropolitan states
confirm, the new norms of racial egalitarianism were frequently
honoured in the breach and sometimes flagrantly violated.
(4) In the late sixties, as the unpopular American war in Vietnam
escalated, violent protests by black Americans at the U.S.
administration's failure to relieve their civic situation resulted in the
government's development and implementation of various programs
of affirmative action designed to redress Negro disabilities and to
equalise their economic, educational and other opporhrnities by the
joint action of the (white) American people and government. To
avoid insidious distinctions, the U.S. government's program of
affirmative action was addressed to all disadvantaged racial or ethnic
'groups'. In consequence, many ethnic collectivities of whites were
stimulated to claim federal support for projects to record and
publicise their histories, achievements and needs. The Harvard
Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups is a typical by-product of this
national 'revival' or reassertion of ethnic identities and traditions by
American white minorities in response to the government's offer of
Affirmative Action to redress ethnic and racial disadvantages. In
consequence, as the Harvard Encyclopedia illustrates, American
historians, sociologists and others engaged on this topic who had
hitherto distinguished between race and ethnicity, rapidly
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assimilated these conditions and concepts, thereby perhaps
unconsciously reflecting their acceptance of the new national
orientations.
As the four factors summarised above emerged and peaked at
different times in differing contexts and addressed different specific
issues and targets, it is clear that the processes and conditions that
led to the current assimilation of race and ethnicity were neither
solely nor primarily scientific and academic, but predominantly
political. Accordingly, we should not lightly assume that the
prevailing formula on these matters is either wholly or primarily
scientific in its origin, rationale or purpose. On such collective topics
of deeply emotional and material interest as race, language or
religion, it would indeed be odd if any orthodoxy had genuinely
scientific roots and objectives.
Of course to account for the prevailing assimilation of race and
ethnicity does not imply that either the present or antecedent views
about them possess validity. As regards nineteenth century ideas of
the role of race in human culture and society, few would now deny
their errors or the vast harm and suffering those ideologies
encouraged. Such unforgettable developments tragically exhibit the
dangers to humanity and civilization that inevitably attach to such
explosive global ideas as that of a racial hierarchy of mankind (Kuper
1981), and urge their rapid and complete elimination as popular
modes of thought. The development of European ideas on race in its
relation to differences of psychology, culture and collective
predispositions is too well known and documented to require recital
here.t We may therefore proceed to consider some of the issues,
arguments and data that were involved in their development
without recapitulating its -recent intellectual and social history,
though we should not forget that. Nor should we forget the
confusion since produced by subsuming race in some wider and
indiscriminate category of ethnidty.
Academically, and without reference to the political contexts of
their origin and manipulation, the principal defects and errors of
traditional race concepts and theories were briefly as follows: (1) the
assumption, perhaps first publicized 'authoritatively' by Linnaeus
(1758-9), and since repeated with various elaborations by many
authors, that each of the phenotypically distinct races or varieties of
33
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mankind has a distinct set of psychological attributes and cultural
potentials; (2) the assumption that th~ e~tire population of.mankind
may be assigned to one or other of a limited number of racial stocks,
all of which are distinguished by clear and uniform differences of
phenotype; (3) the assumption that hU~~ ~a~es, as varieties or
subdivisions of the species, partook of Its fIXity', and hence are
perduring collectivities with clear boundaries and high degrees of
closure that should be maintained to prevent their 'degeneracy', and
the degeneration of the species through interbreeding (Go.bineau
1970, p. 6); and (4) the assumption that the races of man, b~ virtue of
their differing innate psychological endowments and aptitudes for
culture or civilization form a natural hierarchy which should be
enforced to preserve the 'natural order of things' (v. Gobineau 1970,
41-42).

Biological and 'social' race
Under the conditions and influences listed above, Western
scholars of race and race relations, seeking to rid mankind of racism
as a horrendous evil, proceeded to throw out the baby with the bath
water (v. UNESCO, 1951), thereby opening the way to the
contemporary confusion. Let me explain as clearly as I can the
reasons for my opinion. Despite Uvingstone (1962, 1964) and other
biologists of similar views (Montagu 1964), according to a recent
survey (Bruk, 1981) most of mankind still belong to one or other of a
very few racial stocks that correspond quite closely with those
distinguished by Blumenbach (1781) two centuries ago, namely, the
Mangoloid, African, Caucasoid, Malaysian and Amerindian. There
are always a significant number of individuals whose classification
in either of these racial categories remains uncertain. Likewise, the
many shades and colours of ambiguous status between pairs of
primary colours outnumber the latter completely. The same is true of
shapes, volumes, sounds, lengths, smells, weights, tastes, temporal
intervals and many other quite simple and familiar phenomena,
including identity and cause; but such continua neither persuade us
nor demonstrate that our ideas of distinct shapes, colours, sounds,
volumes and the rest are invalid or inappropriate when applied to
the phenomenal world. Yet if that is so for so many other basic and
varied concepts by which we try to order and understand
34
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experience, why is or should it be otherwise in regard to race? It is
not the case that racial differences and categories are objectively
invalid, but that the ideas of race summarised above are false and
grossly misleading. To clarify let me demonstrate this proposition.
When couples of the same race breed, their offspring display the
same gross phenotypical characteristics as their parents. That is so
whether the parents are Caucasoid, Mangoloid, Negro, Amerindian,
Malaysian, Pygmoid, Australoid, Indo-Aryan (Indian), Khoisan or
Melanesian (Papuan). In all such cases the children clearly belong to
the same racial stock as their parents. There is a total lack of reliable
data to show that white couples spontaneously produce black, red,
brown, Pygrnoid, Australoid, Mongolian or other kinds of offspring;
and vice versa. Such rigorous exclusions of phenotypical variations
among offspring begotten by couples of these differing racial stocks
can only be explained genetically. They are surely neither random
nor systematically atypical. Thus there can be no plausible
explanation of these racially distinct and hereditary phenotypes that
is not genetic at base, with due allowance for influences of history
and habitat. We cannot therefore consistently deny or reject those
criteria and categories of racial classification that all couples of
common race routinely prove to be valid by the hereditary
reproduction of their distinctive radal phenotypes.
It is neither implicit nor necessary for racial classifications that
distinct racial stocks should together include all of mankind, or that
they should be regarded as clearly bounded and perduring entities,
or that their intermixture should be harmful; or that they should be
assumed to differ in their psychological properties. Indeed, all those
propositions are known to be false. For a racial classification to be
valid and relevant, it is merely sufficient to recognise that many if not
most of mankind have hitherto belonged and still belong to one or
other of a few physically distinct varieties or racial stocks, while the
racial identity of the rest remains uncertain. It is well known that
those physical features of skin colour, hair type, skull form, and such
facial features as nasal shape, lip seams, eye colour, slants and
epicanthus fold or prognathism, by which men distinguish race, like
stature and the ratios of limb lengths to body trunk, etc., are each
governed by several genes situated on different chromosomes. As
most racial diacritica seem to have little adaptive value in the
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struggle for survival, there is no ground for attributing differences of
psychological aptitude and cultural potential to the phenotypically
different stocks, as Knox (1850), Nott and Gliddon (1854), Hunt
(1865) and other European racists of the 19th and 20th centuries did,
following the examples of Linnaeus and Edward Long (1774). Hence,
setting aside such extrapolations, we are presented by objective data
on the hereditary transmission of phenotypical differences among
couples of differing ancestral stocks with the question whether or not
there are distinctive racial stocks among mankind, and if so which
and where located. On these questions, my answers given above are
confirmed by the phenotypically distinctive characteristics of hybrids
produced by crossings among couples who represent all possible
interracial permutations.
Before moving to other topics, despite repetition, the following
points should be stressed. First, racial stocks are continuously in
process of change or evolution due to a multiplicity of factors. They
are neither closed, fixed nor uniform, since each undergoes
continuous change. Second, there is no valid evidence that racial
stocks differ in their psychological aptitudes and predispositions or
in their cultural potentials. Third, while the few widely recognised
and easily distinguished races together include most of mankind,
there are many people who cannot be reliably placed in either of
these categories. Fourth, there is no valid biological basis for the idea
that the races of mankind form a hierarchy of any kind. Fifth, there is
no valid evidence that racial miscegenation is biologically harmful in
anyway.
The distribution of monogenic characters will always be clinal;
but since all racially homogeneous couples only reproduce their like
and not those of other races, while the offspring of racially mixed
couples illustrate their hybrid status by the differences from their
parents of either race, we have abundant objective evidence that
there are biological races or stocks, constituted and distinguished by
polygenetic determination of their characteristic phenotypes.
Moreover, since the racial phenotypes of individuals are immutable,
highly visible and generally distinct, their differences facilitate
categorical distributions of distinct collective statuses and roles in
ways that differences among ethnic or other units of the same racial
stock do not. On these grounds, it is both necessary and useful to
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distinguish objectively between racial and ethnic populations by
reference to their objective phenotypical similarities or differences,
and likewise between interracial and interethnic relations.
Even though in certain situations peoples of differing racial
st.ocks, such as Gypsies or Chinese, may be classified as ethnic
groups within a society, while people of common race may be
classified as racially distinct, as were Jews and Germans in Nazi
Germany, it is always true that however minute its population, every
human race contains two or more ethnically distinct communities,
while no ethnic unit can contain people of differing race. This
conclusion follows from the definition of 'ethnic groups' as
populations that identify themselves and are distinguished by others
by their distinct common ancestry and provenience, real or putative,
and by such distinctive cultural traits as language, religion, games,
art, music, kinship and family practices, separately or together.
Accordingly, I distinguish objectively interracial relations from those
that are interethnic but intraracial as a precondition of accurate
description and analysis of either category and their comparison.
This procedure does not mean that I impute any hereditary
differences of capacity to collectivities of either sort. In my view,
besides the emic or folk categories that prevail in various contexts on
these and other matters, social scientists should recognise such etic
continuities and discontinuities, similarities, identities or differences
of physical type as are objectively present, since the latter patently
facilitate collective mobilization and differential allocations of status
and role. As Banton (1967) once put it, differences of racial
phenotype may serve as 'role-signs' or, though recognised, they may
be ignored as criteria for allocations of status and role as, for
example, among the Fulani of Northern Nigeria, or the Mestizos and
Indians of Central America, while physical similarity may be
perceived as difference and invested with racial significance as, for
example, is the case with Lapps in Norway and Sweden, the Eta or
Burakumin of Japan, the Holi, Enhla and Zansi castes among
Ndebele, the Gauls and Franks in feudal France and the Normans
and Anglo-Saxons of medieval England. As there are a fair number
of cases in which objective differences and similarities of racial
character are culturally overlooked or given unexpected meanings,
to isolate these from other situations in which such differences or
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identities of race as peoples recognise and institutionalize correspond
more closely to objective phenomena, it is essential to distinguish
clearly the objective and the social definitions of race, in order to
study directly their correspondence or divergence in differing
cultures, or in the same cultures at differing times, and their relations
to the prevailing structures and conceptions of bounded racial or
ethnic 'groups'.
We may now reconsider van den Berghe's distinction cited above
between race and ethnicity as socially defined conditions that refer
respectively to physical and cultural criteria. In his view ethnic
groups are identified by their members and others as populations of
common ancestry or origin, collective tradition and culture, while
racial stocks are socially defined in popular thought by distinctive
phenotypical stereotypes, without reference to culture (van den
Berghe 1967, 9-10). If so, then as a precondition for discriminating
study, we need also to distinguish race as 'socially defined' by
popular culture from race as distinguished by objective physical
similarities or differences within and between populations. Having
done that, we must then study the recognition and role of such
objective differences in social and cultural life, since together such
data may provide the most direct access to the roots of cultural
taxonomy and values on these matters, and may reveal the hierarchy
of those criteria and their conditions of change.
Such studies of changing cultural taxonomies may be facilitated
by comparison of racial categories in successive censuses, or by
comparison of those census categories at any period with racial or
ethnic classifications made by others. West Indian censuses of 1946,
1960 and 1970 illustrate the point neatly, since their racial
classifications changed in structure and content to express the
changing social and political conditions. For example, in 1943 under
British administration, its census classified the Jamaican population
as white, black, coloured, East Indian, Amerindian, Chinese and
other, but distinguished several white 'races' such as the British,
German, Europeans of other nationalities, Jews, Syrians, Lebanese,
and Creole or locally-born whites, by individual self-designations
with predictably odd results (Smith 1965, 10-17). In 1960 the larger
British Caribbean territories designed and administered their own
censuses, with equally interesting results. In that census the

government of Trinidad and Tobago grouped its people in the
following racial categories: Negro, White, East Indian, Chinese,
Mixed (Le., Coloured), and Lebanese-Syrians. Unlike Trinidad,
besides a residual category for unspecified other races, the Jamaican
census of 1960 classified its Coloured population as either AfroEuropean, Afro-East Indian, Afro-Chinese or Afro-Syrian, thus
illustrating the greater salience of black identity in Jamaica at that
date (Smith 1974, 275).
Likewise, while assimilating race to ethnicity and thus denying
the differing bases and significance of racial and ethnic difference,
the Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups noted that in 1980
the U.S. census asked "respondents to identify themselves as either
White, Black or Negro, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Korean,
Vietnamese, American Indian, Asian, Hawaiian, Guamanian,
Samoan, Eskimo, Aleut or Other' (M.G. Smith 1982, 10; Thernstrom
et al., 1980, 869), thus combining racial, national and ethnic categories
and requiring immigrants, natives, Hispanics and other mixed
aggregates to distribute themselves between those classes. By thus
recognizing the probable relevance of racial differences and· selfidentifications in American society, and by distinguishing them from
other ethnic identities, the U.S. census of 1980 differed widely in its
views and classification of the American people from the Harvard
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Such differences or changes of categories and taxonomies are
important indicators of diverse and changing structural boundaries
within populations that merit close study. Clearly, as these data
show, census classifications by race, nationality, language and other
criteria of broadly 'ethnic' character should not be assumed to
describe accurately the racial composition of a country, whether
individuals are asked thus to classify themselves, or are classified by
enumerators. In short, to establish its racial composition objectively
and by reference to hereditary physical features and observable
differences, social scientists should make their own systematic
observations of the distribution of objective phenotypical differentiae
within it, for comparison with the prevailing sets of racial criteria
and categories, both popular and official, on the one hand, and with
prevailing classifications and alignments of ethnic 'groups' on the
other. Together, these data should enable us to distinguish and
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investigate the influences, conditions or processes that have
generated the prevailing structures of racial and ethnic classification,
the relations of those structures to one another, their economic,
ecological, political, educational, demographic and other correlates,
and the parts that they play in the social organisation.
Independent observations of the racial composition of discrete
populations defined objectively by gross differences or identities of
hereditary phenotypes, and systematic studies of such cultural
systems of racial and ethnic classification, are both necessary for
detailed comparative analyses of these aspects of society and culture
(v. M.G.Smith 1974, 271-346). The complexity of this task is
insufficient excuse for either of the present unsatisfactory
p~ocedures, since thereby one either scrambles significant objective
differences of race and ethnicity and classifies racial as ethnic
'groups', or indifferently employs current social classifications based
on physical criteria along with others based on differences of culture,
provenience and ancestry. Either procedure thus involves systematic
errors in the description and classification of both those population
catego~ies, ~nd both omit the critical data that are necessary to
ascertain theIr correspondence with the objective racial composition.
Only by systematic application and development of the methodology
advocated here will social science be able to discriminate accurately,
or to. an~lyze and understand the full implications and precise
contributions of these and other factors, conditions and processes to
the development or maintenance of societal structures of racial and
ethnic relations.
To illustrate, only Nazis and rabid anti-Semites classify Jews as
racially different from Caucasians. In so doing, they define Jews
~od~~ as a dis~ct race, whereas in other countries Jews are socially
IdentIfIed, and Identify themselves, as a distinct ethnic and/or
religious group. Without first and independently determining their
corres~ondence with the biologically distinct stocks to which they
sometImes refer, it is clearly impossible either to determine the
objective validity of these and other differing racial classifications, or
to ~yze and compm: them with the rigour necessary to identify
theIr. bases. Clearly WIthout such knowledge, it would hardly be
poSSIble for us to grasp the magnitude of the Nazi error, much less its
basis, motives and nature; but the same issues also arise in studies of
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emic classifications of any population by race, ethnicity or 'caste'
(Warner & Srole 1945; Beteille 1967, 1971; Berreman 1960, 1967).
The question that thus emerges is how we may validly account
for the prevailing contemporary rejection of objective racial criteria
as relevant and necessary for the study of ethnic and racial
classifications and relations. Briefly, I suggest that those factors are
still effective which initially led Western sociologists and
anthropologists during the fifties and sixties to abandon racial
criteria in social classifications in the first place, and so either to treat
all aggregates distinguished by common culture and/or descent, real
or putative, as equally ethnic, or to rely without question on social
definitions of race, while reserving the ethnic category for those
aggregates distinguished culturally and/or by descent. Soviet
scholars, biologists and social scientists alike, are probably the major
exception to this trend, followed by those Western Marxists who
confront the conceptual problems of integrating racial and ethnic
phenomena into Marxist theory. Even Western scholars who prefer to
analyze interracial and polyethnic situations and processes as
contexts of pluralism sometimes hesitate to distinguish racial from
ethnic 'groups', and sometimes derive the pluralism of such societies
from their mixed racial and ethnic composition (Leo Kuper 1969, 459487; Despres 1975a, 1975b, 1984; Berreman 1967; Clarke et al., 1984;
Gordon 1964, 27). By contrast, I distinguish sharply between the
structures of plural societies, the cultural contents of their plural
divisions, and, on the grounds already given, between their racial
and ethnic compositions, employing both criteria of 'race' mentioned
above, namely, local emic or folk definitions, and those that are
explicitly biological in reference and consist of objective hereditary
physical features (Smith, 1986).
As Cheboksarov observes (1974, 46-49), the currently dominant
'populationist' viewpoint among biologists that emphasizes genetic
continuities between typologically defined races and genetic
discontinuities within them, taken together with changes underway
in their genetic compositions, indicates that racial stocks have highly
ambiguous boundaries and defining criteria, and thus that racial
concepts and distinctions are unreliable and arbitrary (Montagu
1964). Those views were developed partly on the basis of
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distributions that demonstrated such genetic variations by region
and population as well as within them, and partly as critiques of
preceding typologies, their criteria and assumptions (Livingstone
1962; Dobzhansky 1962; Ehrlich & Holm, 1964; Harrison et al., 1977;
Gould 1977, 231-236; King 1981, etc.). While empirical data that
support the thesis of genetic variations within and continuities
betweerl'racial stocks' are voluminous, reliable and detailed, they do
not refJr directly to those physical characters by which racial
differences and identities are generally distinguished and recognised,
but relate primarily if not exclusively to such invisible characters as
genes for PCf, the sickle-cell, blood-groups, etc. By contrast, except
for eye colour, all physical features generally used in racial
classifications are polygenic. Hence to deduce from monogenic clines
that there are no human races is unwarranted and fallacious. Given the
logical leap in their argument from the major premise to conclusion,
it is appropriate to ask how biologists made it so casually and easily;
and also why most social scientists interested in these subjects have
chosen to adopt its conclusion as basic for their studies.
I believe that the critical and long-overdue rejections of the
assumptions and methodology of anthropometry, together with the
political implications of the numerous racial typologies constructed
with or without them, encouraged many physical anthropologists in
Western Europe and the U.S.A. to repudiate this typological
enterprise altogether as a sterile, erroneous and potentially explosive
pseUdo-science. Some, who identified themselves as human
biologists, were preoccupied exclusively with the genetic
investigation of human variation and primate evolution (A. Harrison
et al., 1977), while others studied related aspects of ethology (Fox, ed.,
1975; TIger 1970; TIger & Fox 1972). Such paradigm-shifts are readily
und~stood, even without mention of populationist ideas that deny
the discreteness of race, since the latter is obviously an abstraction
that scientists and others may use or abuse at their pleasure. Just
how irrelevant biological knowledge and objective differences of race
may be for the development of racist ideology or racialism is shown
by the Nazi classification of Jews and Slavs as racially distinct from
Germans. What then has persuaded recent converts to the
populationist view of its validity in social and biological science?
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After the Black protests, riots and burnings in northern U.S. cities
in the late 1960s (Thernstrom et al., eds., 20), the Federal
Government's decision to promote and require affirmative action in
those educational, employment and political arenas accessible to it
indicated its committnent to assimilate Black Americans, to reduce or
eliminate racial criteria for the allocation of social roles and status,
and thus to reclassify all Americans as members of socially
equivalent ethnic groups.
In Europe and certain other regions, populationist critiques of
racial typologies and theories had earlier won widespread support at
UNESCO and elsewhere, partly because of the illusory defence
against racism they seemed to offer. Many sodal scientists then
naively hoped or assumed that populationist views of genetic
variations in mankind might or could prevent the recurrence of
racism and racialism. Yet, as is evident from official politics of antiSemitism in certain East European countries, and from the genocidal
developments in Zanzibar, Ruanda, Burundi, Tunor, ~d currently
against Amerindian populations in Guatemala and Brazil, that has
not been the case. As the Nazis showed, racist ideology, whether
formulated and promoted officially, as presently in South Africa, or
accepted as true by the folk, has little need of any objective base In
empirical fact. It is thus doubly mistaken to adopt the currently
fashionable denial of race as a category in the belief that that will
provide effective defence against racism or racialism. Nonetheless,
these considerations among others have influenced many scholars to
adopt currently dominant views, with the results related above.
Presumably, then, as scholars come to see how insubstantial and
illusory such defences or barriers against racism and racialism are in
fact, and how unsound it is to deduce from data on blood-groups
and other monogenic characters that there are no genetically
definable racial stocks, they may reconsider the academic issues
without such inappropriate assumptions and interests.
The race concept in Western thought

Given current critiques of race as a category and its association
with racism, we need to ask what is the nature and history of the
concept of race. What are its historical and logical relations with
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ideologies of racism? Having already discussed contemporary ideas
of race, we need also to review its history to detennine its relation to
racism. But what is the nature of racism? What are its essential
features, its requisites and implications? How similar or different are
racism and ethnocentrism? What is their relation? On the available
evidence, when and where historically did racism first take hold?
How exclusively or generally is racism associated with· European
colonialism and with capitalism?
Obviously we can neither address nor settle all these questions
here. Moreover, how we approach them depends first on our
definition of racism. Modifying current conceptions slightly
(Benedict 1942; van den Berghe 1967; Banton 1970, 1983; Stepan
1982), I regard racism as any body of thought which holds that some
people or ethnic 'groups' are inherently superior or inferior to others
on hereditary grounds that preclude prospects of change in their
qualities and relations. Racialism, like others, I regard as the
institutional practice and structure of discrimination and preference
between differing peoples on racial grounds (Benedict 1968, 98; van
den Berghe 1967, 11; Banton 1970, 17-18; Rex 1970, 38-39). Racialism
should therefore never occur apart from racism; but racism may
occur in contexts that prevent its expression in institutional fonns, as,
for instance, in Palestine under the British mandate, or in Germany
under the Weimar republic; and racism and racialism may occur
together or separately in racially homogeneous societies. The reasons
why that sometimes happens are too familiar to detain us.
Certain writers (e.g., Banton 1970, p. 18; 1975, 1983; Banton &t
Harwood, 1977) restrict the concept of racism to societies and
cultures that have explicit ideas of race as hereditary divisions of
mankind similar to those of Victorian biology and anthropology.
While noting its "great variety of meanings in the eighteenth,
nineteenth and twentieth centuries", Stepan (1982, xxi-xxii), who
traces its history in modern science and history, "takes the words to
mean whatever scientists have decided it to mean ... rather than to
test past ideas against present ones or to present 'reality' " (ibid.,
xvii). Summarizing UNESCO's (1950, 1951, 1964, 1967) Statements on
&lee and Race Prejudice, the 1964 'Moscow Declaration' of biologists
(Hiernaux 1965, cited. in Rex, 1970, 4) concludes that
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lithe ooncept of race as used by the biologists has no relevanre to the political
differences among men, (but) the whole notion of race and radsm as it appears
in popular discussion Is concerned with these political differences."

Van den Berghets position is broadly similar, but like Benedict, he
(1967, 11) defines racism as
lIany set of beliefs that organic, genetically transmitted differences (whether real
or imagined) between human groups are intrinsically associated with ... certain
socially relevant abilities or characteristics, thence that such differences are a
legitimate basis c1 insidious distinctions between groups socially defined as races."

On the other side are those who assert lithe historical specificity
of race in the modern world" (Hall 1980, ~) without defining either
concept, and claim that
"rare relations are directly linked with economic processes; historically, with the

epochs of conquest, colonization and mercantilist domination, and currently,
with the 'unequal exchanges' which characterize the economic relations between
developed metropolitan and 'under-developed' satellite economic regions of the
world ea>nomy" (ibid.,3aJ).

To that end, Rozat and Bartra (1980, 287-291) deny that concepts
of race and racism arose before the eighteenth century, perhaps
beginning with the Systema Naturae of Linnaeus (1758) at the birth of
indusbial capitalism (v. also Guillaumin 1980; Pierre-Charles 1980;
Ernst 1980). However, presenting a Soviet view, Cheboksarov (1980,
347-8) puts their origins two centuries earlier,
#lIn the early days of capitalism (sixteenth-nineteenth centuries), when the
European powers first seized their colonies anet in so doing, came into collision
with peoples of different races, racism served as a pretext for the ruthless
exploitation, and frequent extermination, of American Indians, Africans, and
many of the indigenous populations of southern Asi~ Australia and Oceania
Henceforward, racism in all its forms - morphological, physiological, and later
even psychological - was to become a major justification for colonialism, and
for the neo-colonialism which replaced it after the Second World War."

Cheboksarov (ibid., 348) also remarks that
"'during the second quarter of the nineteenth century, the science of
anthropology was still in its infancy, and the concept of 'race' was extremely
vague in specialist and popular thinking alike. The term frequently indicated a
community of ethnic, linguistic, national and other social features; only on the
rarest occasions did it refer to the biological subdivisions of mankind"

Those historical and methodological errors illustrate the means by
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which many scholars now stoutly deny that concepts of race or
racism antedated Victorian biology and capitalism.
The effect of such Ipresentist' concepts, which Banton (1983, 33)
neatly defines as lithe tendency to interpret other historical periods in
terms of the concepts, values and understandings of the present
time", is to restrict concepts of race and racism to modem science
and biology, thus supporting the arguments of Rozat & Bartra,
Guillaumin, Pierre-Charles, Hall, Greenberg (1980, 40) and also Cox
(1948) and Williams (1946), who identify these ideas exclusively with
the modern period and processes of European expansion,
colonialism and capitalist development since the discoveries of
Columbus. As we shall see, the data and concepts of science on
which Banton, Stepan and others base such 'presentist' etymologies
and definitions of race are neither complete nor appropriate, and the
consequences of their intellectual errors are of special interest.
Guided by such definitions, if we agreed that ideas of race and
racism are only found among West European peoples from the
sixteenth century onward rather than from the mid-eighteenth
century as Banton, Rozat, Bartra and others claim, they would
remain historically inseparable from the eras of European
colonialism and domination of foreign peoples on the one hand, and
the development of modem capitalism in northwest Europe on the
other. Accordingly such assumptions associate the origin and history
of these concepts and practices so closely and exclusively with
European colonialism and capitalism that their origins as effects of
those processes and their close relations with the economic interests
of dominant 'classes' seem transparent and undeniable.
However, historians trace back the roots of modern science at
least to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when Leonardo da
Vmci, Paracelsus, Giordano Bruno and Jean Bodin speculated about
the varieties of man, about man's relation to the animals, and made
explicit use of racial concepts and distinctions as biological terms.
Contra Aristotle (1941, 634, 675-80) and Hippocrates (v. Montagu
1973, 13), Leonardo (1452-1519) observed that
lithe black races in Ethiopia are not the product of the sun; for if black gets black
with child in Scythia the offspring is black, but if a black gets a white woman
with child the offspring is grey. And this shows that the seed of the mother has
power in the embryo equally with that of the father" (Slotkin, 1965, 39).
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In the year after Leonardo's death, Paracelsus (1493-1541)
formulated the heretical theory of the polygenetic origin of mankind
to account for the recently discovered races of men in America and
elsewhere (Slotkin 1965, 42). Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) restated
that hypothesis poetically and in explicitly biological tenns.
110£ many colours
Are the species of men, and the black race
Of the Ethiopians, and the yellow offspring of America,
And that which lies hidden in the caves of Neptune,
And the Pygmies always shut up in the hills ...
Cannot be traced to the same descent, nor are they sprung
From the generative force of a single progenitor.
Every island everywhere can give a beginning to things,
Although the same form is not preserved everywhere the same,
For one species flourishes in one place, another in another.
· · .The three races had three Patriarchs." (ibid., 43)

Jean Bodin (1530-1596) considered the variety of men more
sy~tematically, rejecting the traditional geographical explanation of

Hlpp~crates, ~long with those of scripture and theology, and
tentatIvely attrIbuted differing temperaments to certain contrasted
stocks.
'The people of the South are of a contrarie humour and disposition to them of
the North; these are great and strong, they are little and weak; they of the North
h~t and moyst, the others cold and dry; ... the one hath a flaxen haire and a fsire
skin, the other hath both haire and s1dn blade- the one feareth mid and the oth
heate" (ibid., 43).
'
,
er

However,
"we see in climates that be alike and of the same elevation foure notable
differences of people in colour without speaking of other qualities" (ibid 43)
namely, "duskish ... like .. _a roasted quinze, ... black, _.. white
ch~tnut" in different counbies, "all being in like latitude and like climates"

<anen

(ibid., 43)

SU~h ideas were not purely academic. Disputes within the
CatholIc church about the humanity of the Amerindians began
formally at the Council of Burgos in 1512 when Friar Bernardo de
Mesa proposed their natural servitude on Aristotelian grounds· and
continued until 1537 when Pope Paul III declared. that "these ~e
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Indians are true men, ..., and are capable of receiving the Christian
faith" (Zavala 1964, 35-6, 42). The highlight of this controversy was
the famous debate in Seville between Bartolomeo de las Casas and
Juan Gines de Supulveda on the humanity of the Indians and their
relation to the rest of mankind (ibid., 4, 11-43).
In 1684 Francois Bernier (1620-1688) formulated a comprehensive
racial classification of mankind.
"There are four or five species of races of men . . . whose difference is so
remarkable that it may properly be made use of as the foundation for a new
division of the earth. I comprehend under the first species ... all Europe, except
a part of Muscovy . . and a small part of (North) Africa, and a good part of
(Western and Southern) Asia... Under the second species I put the whole of
Africa .. The third species comprehends (the rest of Asia) ... The Lapps make
the fourth species... As to the Americans (Indians), they are in truth most of
them olive-coloured, and have their faces modelled in a different way from ours.
Still I do not find the difference sufficiently great to make of them a peculiar
species different from ours..." (Slotkin 1965,94-5).

In the late seventeenth century, as controversy raged between
polygenists and monogenists on the variety of mankind, Edward
Tyson (1650-1708), dissecting a chimpanzee and noting its similarity
to man under the influence of prevailing classifications mistook it for
a pygmy or homo sylvestris, (Hodgen 1964, 418-9).
Thus, long before Linnaeus assimilated man to other anthropoids
in 1735 and distinguished Europeans, Americans (Indians), Asiatics
(Mongols), and Africans as four varieties of mankind, several
scholars, from Leonardo and Bodin to Bernier and Tyson, had put
forward similar classifications. However, it was not until the tenth
edition of his Systema Naturae in 1758-9 that Linnaeus first
characterised the different races of men in psychological and cultural
terms as well as physically. He then described Homo Americanus as
reddishly choleric, erect. Obstinate, merry, free... Regulated by
customs", while Homo Europaeus was "white, sanguine, muscular...
gentle, acute, inventive
governed by laws"; Homo Asiaticus was
sallow, melancholy, stiff
severe, haughty, avaricious. Ruled by
opinions", and Homo Afer "black, phlegmatic, relaxed . . . crafty,
indolent, negligent. .. Governed by caprice" (Slotkin 1965, 177-8).
Thus Linnaeus first of these scholars stereotyped the races of man
psychologically and culturally, and thereby implicitly identified
biological differences of race as the basis and explanation of their
II

II
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differing cultural development and values. Whether such ideas
became elements of popular thought in Linnaeus' day or earlier
merits detailed study. Linnaeus, moreover, accepted Aristotle's belief
in the fixity of species, the Christian teaching that "God created a
single human pair" (ibid., 180), and the idea of an unbroken chain of
being which linked man with the animals that then dominated
biological thought. He therefore discussed the relation of human
races to the species Homo, which he ironically classified as a
quadruped to associate man with animals, holding that while
"species and genus are always the work of nature, varieties, (are)
often that of art, class and order, the result of nature and art united"
(ibid., 180).
Buffon (1707-1788) and Johann Blumenbach (1752-1840), leading
monogenesists who followed Unnaeus, developed and modified his
ideas. Unlike Linnaeus, Buffon had a dynamic view of the evolution
of human varieties, but agreed with Linnaeus that man was related
to the animals. Blumenbach emphasized the physical differences of
man and animals, and in 1781 distinguished, by physical criteria
without associated stereotypes of mental and cultural orientation,
five human races, the Caucasian (white), Mongolian (olive),
Ethiopian (black), American (copper) and Malayan (deep brown).
Blumenbach also dted various physical features that distingUished
the races of mankind and tried to explain their differences by
biological processes of "degeneration", "the mother of varieties
properly so called" (Slotkin 1965, 190-191), while holding that "there
is but one species of the genus man; and all people ... may have
originated from one common stock" (ibid., 191).
. As these data show, the idea that concepts of race first emerged
m Western Europe in the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries is clearly
fallacious. Without seeking their roots in ancient thought, these ideas
were certainly influential before the fifteenth to seventeenth
centuries among Renaissance thinkers, as the Muqaddimah of Ibn
Khaldun 0958, vol. 1, 118-119, 168-179) demonstrates, or the early
and contemporary English accounts of Ireland, and in similar
contexts at other periods, such as France after the Frankish invasion
(Benedict 1942; Poliakov 1967, 224-5; Gobineau 1853), in Norman
England until long after the death of Thomas Becket, medieval Spain
and Russia (Poliakov 1967, 223-6), the Fulani caliphate in Nigeria
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(M.G. Smith 1965, 132), the Tutsi kingdoms of Ruanda and Burundi
(van den Berghe 1967, 12), in Matabeleland, Ankole, and ancient
India from the initial Aryan conquests that instituted varna as caste
and prescribed their caste relations. It is thus doubly mistaken to
identify ideas of race and racism exclusively with Europe and with
modern biology, since their prevalence in other regions, cultures and
periods is amply attested, and since nineteenth century biological
and anthropological notions of race, however elaborate, were no less
pseudo-scientific than those folk ideas and classifications of the
branches of mankind that were their source and core in other
cultures and times.
Such leading theorists of racial differences as cultural
determinants as Arthur de Gobineau, Knox, Agassiz, Nott and
Gliddon, who published their views independently before the
Origin of Species (Darwin 1859), all perceived race in biological terms
no more remote from Mendel's model of genetic inheritance than did
Darwin himself. Indeed, the principle of 'survival of the fittest' by
processes of natural selection was formulated earlier by Herbert
Spencer (1852). Nothing in Darwin's work or in that of his leading
contemporaries such as Huxley, Galton or Haeckel anticipated
Mendel's theory of the particulate genetic determination of biological
characters, which remained unknown to Western scholars during
their lifetimes. To that degree, Darwin's theory rested on
assumptions of natural and sexual selection and mutation that were
neither more self-evident or verifiable than Lamarck's postulate of
the inheritance of acquired characteristics, or Cuvier's ideas of
successive catastrophes and creations. Hence to regard as 'scientific'
Darwin's theory of evolution and the associated Social Darwinist
ideas of race relations and conflict as examples of the struggle for
survival of the fittest, while classifying earlier conceptions and
theories as pre-scientific, indicates either an anachronistic or an
oddly Victorian idea of science that is neither adequate nor
comprehensive. If, as many modem biologists believe, Victorian
biology and science, including Darwin's 'theory', were erroneous and
'unscientific' in various ways, as is quite evident in the works of
Knox, Hunt, Nott and Gliddon, etc., there is little reason either to
classify Gobineau's theory as 'scientific' while excluding that of
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Boulainvilliers a century earlier, or to do likewise with Spencer's
'Social Darwinism', despite its Lamarckian basis.
The definition of science that infonns our classification is critical
here. If modern biology or biological science is based on the
~evelopment of Mendelian theory and Darwin's work was not, the
Ideas of race and racism associated with Darwin's work are also nonor pre-scientific. However, scientia, from which the term science
derives, means the pursuit or accumulation of knowledge, as well as
knowledge itself. Such pursuit and accumulation obviously involves
comparison, verification, and other 'scientific' procedures, without
necessarily involving a uniform methodology. By such criteria,
modern 'science' flourished and developed in the fifteenth and
s~t~th centuries as well as the nineteenth and twentieth, though in
diffenng forms, ways and contexts, and with differing results.
During the nineteenth century, biological and anthropological
data, method and theories concerning the origins and variety of
mankind and other species underwent a series of shifts from the
transformism of Lamarck and catastrophism of euvier to the racial
~logies and theories of Knox, Hunt, Nott and Gliddon, Agassiz,
~obmeau and others, the social Darwinism of Herbert Spencer and
~ followers, the evolutionary theories of Darwin and Huxley, the
nval theory of savage degeneration, and finally Mendelian genetics.
Excluding the theories of Mendel and Darwin, all these ideas have
since been discarded as erroneous and inappropriate on various
grounds, like their antecedents, the theory of polygenesis, the great
chain of being, the fixity of species, the biological uniqueness of man,
etc. Nonetheless we cannot deny that those theses and associated
investigations were important elements of the biology of their times,
any less so than Darwinian evolutionism, whose non-experimental
character and lack of genetic foundations they shared. Thus even if
certain concepts of race are nowadays presented as products of
modern science, such ideas were important modes of Western
thought in the late fifteenth century and earlier, and were clearly
stimulated by the discoveries of Marco Polo, Columbus, Vasco da
Garna and Magellan.
If erroneously classified as a 'scientific' doctrine, 'racism' is,
however mildly, implicit in Unnaeus' final typology of the varieties
of man, which assigns psychological and cultural dispositions to
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different races and which may well have summarised his personal
interpretation of prevailing European racial stereotypes. Yet it would
be as erroneous to claim that popular ideas of race and racism must
have modem scientific origins in order to have scientific value and
merit study, as to discard such notions as family, marriage, sex, class,
tribe, supply, demand, utility, species, adaptation, or mind, matter,
force or motion, on that ground. Far from generating new terms and
concepts for diffusion in popular thought, modern science more
commonly takes over familiar polysemic words or phrases to
designate and facilitate such topics of study as religion, witchcraft, or
political organisation, and then, in light of its data, theory and
analytic procedures, redefines those terms technically to guide its
investigations and analyses, systematic observations and empirical
tests. In that way also folk concepts of race first entered the language
and structure of emerging biological and anthropological thought
concerning the origin, unity and variety of mankind, following
prolonged controversy over the polygenetic or monogenetic theories
of the origins of man. That controversy had four principal foci,
namely, the physical variety of human stocks, their geographical
distribution, ethnological relations, and differing levels of cuI tural
development.
Racism as cultural theory
The nature and extent of cultural variations among mankind
succinctly posed for Western thinkers the problem of savagery, that
is, how best to understand and account for the origin and persistence
of primitive cultures with their rudimentary technologies, bizarre
religious beliefs, and frequently barbaric customs, scattered
cannibalism, and apparently 'promiscuous' sexual behaviour, etc.
Many also asked what light could such cultural features and
differences shed on the natures of the peoples who practised them.
On both questions, opinions were divided among European
philosophers, clergy and social theorists throughout these centuries,
from Sepulveda and Las Casas to Bodin, and from Montaigne to
Darwin, Marx and Spencer. As regards the nature of 'the savage',
conclusions differed partly as functions of the cultures chosen to
illustrate them, and partly as a function of the thinker's social and
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political philosophy. Thus, like Juan Gines de Sepulveda, da Gama,
Duarte Pacheco Pereira, Antonio Malefante, Captain John Lok, Peter
Heylin (Hodgen 1964, 361-7), the Arab explorer Leo Africanus,
Mandeville, John Wesley and many others believed that savages
were br~tish, beastly, and at best doubtfully human. 1'[0 compare
them WIth horses or any of our domestic animals would be doing
them too mUCh. honour", wrote John Wesley (1703-91) (Hodgen
1964,367) of Eskimos, Samoyeds and Lapps in his diary. Nearly two
centuries earlier Edmund Spenser the poet (1552-1599) and William
Camden the historian (1551-1623) had written likewise of the
"savage Irish" (ibid., 365-&>. Prospero's attitude to <2liban in
Shakespeare's Tempest conveys many elements of that contemporary
stereotype ot-sav~gery and the savage, as does Thomas Hobbes'
(1651) sketch of life in lithe state of nature", Iisolitary, poor, nasty,
brutish and short" set in the war of every man against every man."
The relations of such intensely ethnocentric and negative
stereotypes to racist ideas during these centuries are too obvious to
need comment. They demonstrate the emergence of racism from the
earlie~t ~ays of exploration and before the beginnings of European
colornzation and capitalism, mercantilist or industrial. Moreover, as
the Anglo-Irish record shows clearly, racist ideas and attitudes had
long pervaded relations between various European peoples before
they came into contact with blacks, Amerindians and others
overseas. ~a~ist propensities, and attitudes that were inherently
ethnocentrIc In source and character, were important features of
European cultures long before Europeans made contact with nonwhite peoples in other countries and climates. The attitudes of
English to the Irish, Scots and Welsh (Hodgen 1964, 364-5) had
parallels in those of Spaniards and Germans to Jews, Franks to Gauls,
Germans to Slavs, Norsemen to Lapps (Poliakov 1967, 223-229), and
so on. To derive European racism from colonization and capitalist
exploitation as some would do (UNESCO 1980; Williams 1946: Cox
1948), or from errors of nineteenth century biology and anthropology
(Banton 19~O, 1975, 1963), dbridges history so severely that its study
and analySIS are doomed in advance to distortion and error.
An opposite view of savagery and savages that was put forward
by Columbus (who nonetl\eless abducted several Amerindians for
display in Spain), by John Verrazani, Bartolomeo de las Casas, Walter
lI
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Raleigh, Peter Martyr, Montaigne, Jean de Lery, John Locke, J-P.
Lafitau and Rousseau among many others, also finds expression in
Shakespeare's Tempest (Hodgen 1964, 367-378). The congruence of
such positive opinions of 'savage' people with monogenetic views of
the origin and variety of mankind is as patent as that of negative
stereotypes with belief in polygenesis. However, even those who
presented accounts of 'savages' as intelligent, generous, kindly,
moral and admirable in every way, had somehow to account for their
low levels of cultural development and their attachment to such
cultural practices as nudity, suttee, human sacrifice and cannibalism,
among other customs regarded by most Europeans as 'unnatural'
and manifest horrors. Those like Montaigne, Peter Martyr, Locke,
Vico, Montesquieu and Hume, who recognised the influence of
familiar customs and collective ideas on our assessments and
understandings of exotic peoples and things, interpreted alien
practices in perspective of cultural relativism, as Montaigne most
persuasively argued in his celebrated essay on Cannibals (1580).
Such viewpoints spread gradually among liberal literati, but made
slow headway against the prevailing tendency to adopt European and typically the individual's own - culture as an absolute standard
and objective scale for application to cultures everywhere to measure
their development and rank them and their peoples.
As regards 'explanations' of savagery, before Lafitau's (1724)
explicitly evolutionary interpretation of Iroquois culture, these were
either mooted in theological and Biblical terms with reference to the
Fall, the Flood, and the doctrine of original sin, or in secular terms
such as polygenesis, and the geographical theory of progressive
degeneration. The latter claimed that biological and cultural
degeneration resulted from the successive migrations in which
heathen 'tribes' lost or distorted the morals and institutions of their
ancestors, until they came to have the differing cultures and
attributes observed when they were first 'found' by Europeans.
These secular and scriptural 'explanations' of savagery as results of
the lapse and degeneration of the remoter branches of mankind are
both compatible with and mutually support the monogenist doctrine
that the Christian churches upheld. 'Degeneration' theorists
simultaneously tried to account for the differing physical features of
geographically separate branches of mankind as effects of their

dispersal in differing zones, compounded by their diverse cultural
degeneration, and so concurred with Buffon's theory of the
geographical causes of racial difference. However, following the
leads of Lafitau and Montesquieu, such eighteenth century thinkers
as Turgot, Adam Ferguson (1723-1816), John Millar (1735-1810), Lord
Monboddo (1714-1799), William Robertson (1721-1793) and others
developed general ideas of the evolution of human culture and sodal
institutions that ignored race and sought to account for savagery,
barbarism and civilization as institutional outcomes of ecology,
isolation and other factors (Slotkin 1965, 412-460). By thus separating
the study of cultural variation and development from physical
anthropology, these writers, with occasional lapses as in the books of
Monboddo and Kames, demonstrably regarded race as irrelevant to
the study of human cultures and their evolution.
Thanks to the insight and influence of Edward Tylor (1865, 1871),
racist theories of social and cultural evolution advocated in the midnineteenth century by Agassiz, Knox, Nott, Gliddon, Gobineau,
Hunt and others (Stanton, 1960), while dominant from 1850-1869 for
a variety of political and economic reasons, never recaptured their
early hold on cultural theory and studies (Stocking 1968, 1971), for all
their pernicious influence on Western popular thought in the heyday
of European imperialism and Nazism, and their persistence to the
present as a strong force. This may have been partly due to the dual
sources and foci of European racism. Between peoples of European
stock, racial categories were more correctly ethnic than racial in their
reference, and were further confused by equating nation or ethnic
'group' with race, thus identifying the French, English, German,
Jewish, Slav, Gypsy, etc. as distinct races. However, applied to
mankind as a whole, 'race' denoted such physically diverse stocks as
Negroes, Amerindians, Mongols, Malays and Whites, as earlier
distingUished by Blumenbach, together with any others, such as the
Australian Aborigines, Melanesians, Pygmies or Bushmen that did
not readily fall into any of Blumenbach's categories.
This brief sketch of the relations of race and racism to the
development of 'scientific' work in physical anthropology, or human
biology as it is now sometimes known, raises the question: how does
racism differ from other sets of ethnic prejudices and / or
ethnocentrism? As Rose (1951; 1969, 363) remarks, while ethnic
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prejudice has "existed in most parts of the world and at all periods of
history, it has not been universal"; but since, as these European data
show, racism subsumes and organises such prejudices ideologically,
to reach the roots of racism we have to look at ethnocentrism.
Ethnocentrism refers to the distinctive attitudes, 'group'
preferences, sentiments, opinions and evaluations that members of
ethnic 'groups' collectively hold, regarding themselves and others.
Thus its referents include those other 'ethnic groups' of whom a
given people have direct experience or hearsay report. Usually,
though not always, in earlier centuries and even today, for most
continental peoples, such criteria severely restrict the scope and
objects of ethnocentric ideas, and precluded general classifications or
theories of mankind, other than those provided by religion.
Ethnocentrism therefore differs from such comprehensive racist
schemes as those of Gobineau, Chamberlain, etc., in its more
restricted scope and range. It differs also in other ways.
Ethnocentrism often, but not always, treats one population, its
social organisation, culture and values, as the fit measure of other
men and their works. For obvious reasons, as Montaigne saw, people
attribute intrinsic value to themselves, their culture and institutions,
and regard these most familiar forms and ideas as the best measures
of all that is strange. In central Nigeria it is common for tribal
peoples such as the Kadara or Kagoro to refer to themselves by their
word for 'men'. Such designations do not imply that such
neighbouring tribes as the Gwari or Katab are not men; merely that
they are 'other men', not 'our men', but different and strange. Thus
the implicit dichotomy merely contrasts the familiar and unfamiliar,
the speaker's people and strangers. While stressing difference, it
involves no denigration, but implies parity even for groups regraded
as hostile. The tribesmen's collective beliefs and attitudes
complement this value-neutral classification, as do the basic
institutions of language, kinship and cult that together demarcate
their ethnic boundaries. As these people say of one another, 'They
have their gods, we have ours; their spirits look after them, and ours
look after us; they have their customs, we have ours." The benign
ethnocentrism expressed in such statements has a simple basis and
explanation. Given the sodal organisation of these peoples and their

neighbours, neither is capable of conceiving, much less achieving the
forcible domination of any other. Indeed none of these pop~lations
has yet developed the necessary institutional basis for its inclusive
organisation as a political unit under effective central direction. In
effect their common fragmentation excludes both the need and the
incentive for negative ethnic stereotypes of one another. Despite
pride in their tribal identities and commibnent to their cultures and
communities, the neutral ethnocentrism of these tribesmen is
especially significant since it enjoins corresponding tolerance and
recognition of other peoples and cultures, though unfamiliar.
We are confronted, then, by the contrast between such genuinely
benign ethnocentrism and the more familiar variety common in
developed societies that involves prejudice and negative stereotypes
of other peoples. When ethnocentric beliefs and ideas denigrate and
stereotype other peoples and their cultures, they become racist if
they assume that the negatively valued traits are hereditary,
ineradicable and transmitted by descent.
Of course racisms vary among themselves. Some, like de
Gobineau's doctrine, seeks to include and rank all of mankind.
Others such as that of the pre-Elizabethan English in Ireland, apply
to certain populations only. In either case the attributes and
potentials of those involved are ascribed to descent and inheritance.
However, as traditional societies are modally and often
prescriptively endogamous, and as their cultures change little and
slowly when left to themselves, in the absence of appropriate
theories of culture and of genetic inheritance, it is neither necessary
nor possible to distinguish those ethnic characteristics, attitudes and
behavioural propensities that are or may be biologically transmitted
from those that are strictly cultural. Thus when the folk beliefs of one
people combine negative or positive expectations of another with
assumptions of their hereditary nature and transmission, they
generally involve or imply some assumptions, however vague, that
the behavioural capacities and tendencies of themselves and the
others are inherently different. Such assumptions do not usually
distinguish biological and cultural inheritance, as all involved may
be physically alike, and as cultural stability over successive
generations is generally assumed to demonstrate biological
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inheritance, as in Elizabethan English views of the Irish, German
views of Slavs, Frankish views of Gauls, and European stereotypes of
foreign races and peoples in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Thus when Europeans of such differing ethnic stocks as Portuguese,
Spaniards, English, French and Dutch, already accustomed to
stereotype one another negatively, encountered Africans, IndoAryans, Amerindians, Mongols or Australoids, who differed
physically, whose conduct they often deplored, and whose beliefs,
ideas, technology, morals and ways of life differed strikingly from
their own, they commonly assumed that such people were incapable
of living otherwise, and thus laid the basis for the comprehensive
racisms of Knox, Gobineau, Nott, Gliddon, Richard Wagner and
others.
Together with the need, on theological, scientific, philosophical
and pragmatic grounds, to formulate some universally
comprehensive classification of the varieties of mankind to meet the
differing requisites of these diverse paradigms, Europeans already
inclined to stereotype negatively one another's cultures and ethnic
'groups', and to assume biological bases for cultural differences,
gradually generalised and systematised their racial typologies and
stereotypes by radst ideologies and theories that eventually sought
to omit no one, and left little free of biological determinants. In this
way, enriched, distended and diversified by the many bizarre errors
of nineteenth century biology, anthropology and 'scientific' thought,
and by the inexorable processes of social and economic change that
were then gathering momentum, the mutating weed of racism
spread fast and freely in European cultures until it achieved full
flower in AdoU Hitler's Nazism, an ideology and practice that almost
destroyed two European peoples, and if not checked might well have
destroyed others before turning to races elsewhere.
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